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INTEGRATED LIBRARY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (ILMS) 
The college has its own library within a area coverage of 7821 sqft. It has 46,610 nos. 

of books with 42 National and International Journal. It is automated and integrated library 
(ILMS). The college facilities to access e-learning resources like INFLIBNET, Shodhaganga 
etc. The average students accessing library is more on e-resources. 

Entire process is based on e-platform for all types of transactions from searching the 
catalogues to receive the books at the counter. The students at the ground floor locks the text 
books and make a demand online based platform. Then Librarian finds the book (online 
based search) and makes issue with Barcodes within a second. So the entire transaction takes 
a minimum time and the management is so fast. At the time of returning, the process is same 
and books are kept in that specified shelves for easy researching a accession code is 
prepared. 

The software is Smart software “which is used by ILMS and is connected to 
examination system for any defaulter in not returning the books before examination. so a 
special facility is there for issuing of books and as per the provision they may also can retain 
the books. e-contents and e-library is also managed and every students has been provided 
with an email and password to open their pages . This is issued at the time of admission and 
they are informed to get registered. 
RESEARCH FACILITIES AND UPDATED, POLICY 

As an undergraduate level autonomous type college, it put more emphasis on student 
research , micro issues of the locality, villages and accordingly a plan of research is prepared 
by the research committee , which is carried on by the department teachers . the department 
teachers also guide for student project research that are required in the lab for analysis and 
interpretation of data by using of the software in the labs for social sciences and for since 
departments, the department lab support them as a place of research. Secondly, this college 
has a strong potentiality in exploring the research activities and sanction 50,000 to each 
faculty to a total of Rs 5lakh each year for the development of research. 
FACILITIES: 

A dedicated hub, i.e. Network resource Centre has been working for research in a 
high tech environment, where i-connectivity with all shorts up updated equipment for social 
science researchers are provided by the college. Further, library with e-books are also been 
provided by the college without any cost to any researcher or any students as they prepare 
also project reports. 
POLICY: 

The entire policy is framed in the annual meeting of the college research committee 
with Departmental research committee, where Principal is the chairman and the entire plan of 
action for year is framed from the cases on CRC and department Head is the chairman of 
DRC .But this year it was not possible to hold this meeting in physical mode because of 
COVID situation. 
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